University or School ______________________________________________________

Representative(s) ______________________________________________________

Address ____________________________

Phone Number ______________________ Email ____________________________

Degrees Offered

Please include all degrees and the specifics of each, such as MFA Directing, MFA Stage Mgt, etc.

For the on site CALLBACK/INTERVIEW process do you prefer:

_________ group meetings of those you wish to see

_________ individual meetings ________ amount of time per meeting

_________ no preference

Will you be able to participate in a workshop seminar focusing on the expectation of the graduate school audition and how a successful candidate should prepare? ______

PLEASE mail or email this information by January 20

Adena Moree, Coordinator for Grad School Auditions
Wright Hall Suite 215
Troy State University  Troy, AL 36082
amoree@trojan.troyst.edu  334-670-3714/3224